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Einhell Cordless Multifunctional Tool GE-HC 18 Li T-Solo

Einhell Pole And Hedge Pruner 

Einhell Cordless Multifunctional Tool GE-HC 18 Li T-Solo 
Rating: Not Rated Yet Price Base price with tax R 3119.79
Salesprice with discount 
Sales price R 3119.79

Ask a question about this product 
ManufacturerEinhell 

Description

90° pivotable attachment for effortless horizontal cuts
Motor head tiltable by 7 settings
Main handle tiltable by 4 settings
Continuously adjustable telescopic aluminium handle (880-1820 mm)
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Additional adjustable handle with quick fastener
Metal gearing for a long life
OREGON quality blade and chain
Toolless chain tensioning and chain change
Blade made of laser-cut and diamond-grinded steel
Sturdy bag for storage and transportation
Carrying belt
Oil tank for automatic chain lubrication
Supplied without battery and charger (available separately)

Article description 
The cordless multi-functional tool GE-HC 18 Li T is a powerful device to cut branches upside and high hedges easily from the ground. Thereby, the metal
gearbox provides a long service life, and the OREGON quality blade and OREGON chain ensure clean cutting results. 
The top part is rotatable for 90° and allows effortless horizontal cuts. The claw stop prevents slipping during the sawing works. The automatic chain
lubrication supplies the Oregon chain with the needed lubrication by means of an oil container. 
If necessary it can be tightened and changed with its practical chain tension without any tools. A chain catch bolt prevents the unwanted slipping of the
chain from the blade reliably. The hedge trimmer knives made of laser-cut and diamond-ground steel ensure clean cutting results. The hedge trimmer can
be transported safely and comfortably in the stable bag. 
The infinitely adjustable telescopic handle can exactly be set from 880 to 1820 mm to the required working height. The also infinitely adjustable, additional
handgrip can be adapted to any user due to its practical quick lock. To execute even difficult cuts aloft cleanly and precisely, the motor head can be sloped
7-fold and the main grip 4-fold. Therefore, they can be adjusted to every working situation. 
Battery and charger are not included in delivery. 
Technical details 

Chain thickness 1.3 mm
Cutting length chainsaw 170 mm
Cutting length hedge trimmer 400 mm
Max. chain speed 3.76 m/s
Motor type Brush motor
Motor voltage 18 V
Number of batteries included in delivery 0 pcs
Number of chargers included in delivery 0 pcs
Oil tank content 125 ml
Product weight 3.9 Kg
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